Challenge: Data Strategy
Working with your use cases, Projecting Success challenge the status quo,
define enhancements and identify opportunities for growth.
Projecting Success provide thought leadership on how to leverage value from project data. Our quest is to move the dial on
how projects are delivered, plugging into the very latest global developments. We help organisations to navigate the
challenges that such an approach presents.
We see a lot of organisations venturing into the world of
project data analytics without having a clear view on why, how
and what the end result will be. Implementing data enabled
project delivery is not a linear
process where all the outcomes can
be predetermined from the outset.
It requires a more agile approach
that enables the organisation to
respond to obstacles (data
availability, quality, consistency
etc) and opportunities
(advancements in project data
analytics, collaborations etc).
Strategy is a key component of this journey.

Key barriers for organisations seeking
to implement project data analytics
1. Lack of strategy
2. Too many priorities
3. Lack of management understanding.

Projecting Success work with organisations to help them
through this journey, leveraging our deep experience in strategy
development and advanced project data analytics. We separate
the hype from the realities of project delivery and legacy
constraints within your organisation. Linking the data strategy to
key business and project priorities, we create a data enabled
culture that transforms how projects are delivered.

Projecting Success have challenged our
thinking on how we extract value from data. I
continue to be enlightened on what can be
achieved, sometimes only in a matter of days
when historically it may have taken us years to
achieve a lesser result. We regard the team as
magicians of their craft, pushing the boundaries of
the art of the possible and we look forward to
working closely with them in the future. They have
a bold and inspirational vision that has the
potential to change the future of construction.

Contact us to discuss how we can help you to create an effective data strategy to suit your business needs.
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